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Descr iptionDescr iption

Wichard is proud to present the MXLEvo: a soft block solution
designed for all yachtsmen, whether amateur or pro. Designed
for heavy load applications (mast foot, halyard tackle, barber
hauler, snatch blocks, etc.), this system is available in three
sizes.
 
Economical and easy to use:
Delivered complete with a Dyneema SK78 loop, you don't
need any specific technical knowledge to use
the MXLEvo. It can be installed quickly and easily on any type
of anchoring (chain plate, head ropes, etc.).
The rope housing keeps the ropes inside the block when there
is no load on the system. The MXLEvo offers excellent value
for money. It is one of the cheapest soft blocks on the market.
Heavy load applications:
The MXLEvo is designed to be used with heavier loads (low
rope movement speed). As such, it is the perfect
solution for use as: a mast foot block, halyard tackle, barber
hauler, block and tackle, sheet return, large sail
foot, etc.).
Lightweight, robust and highly compact:
MXLEvo provides exceptional resistance for its weight. In
comparison with a standard competitor's block, The MXLEvo
10 is:
• twice as robust
• half the weight
• a third of the size
•For a breaking load of 5 tonnes, the MXLEvo 16 is 35%
lighter.
A reliable solution with no need for maintenance:
As it does not contain any moving parts (such as a sheave),
the MXLEvo is extremely reliable and requires
no maintenance.
Adaptable to your deck plan
The loop on the MXLEvo can be positioned in one of two
ways, making it easily adaptable to your deck and
to whatever anchoring point or chain plate alignment you
choose.

ApplicationsApplications

Mast foot block
Halyard block
Barberhauler
Purchase
Tackle
sheet return
Mainsail outhaul
Snatch block: in that case it is recommended to use a 8 mm
rope size

Technical informationTechnical information

Wichard strives to ensure, to the best of its ability, the accuracy and the update of the information disseminated on this document, and reserves the right to correct at any time and without
notice the content, as well as to evolve its products.

In the case of an industrial application, please contact our sales and technical department to validate the use of these products. The request for certificates can be made directly with the
sales department when ordering the products.

Non-contractual pictures.
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CaptionCaption

Working load (WL) : for nautical applications

Working Load Limit (WLL): for industrial
applications only.
The safety factor is 5 times the breaking load.
WLL = Breaking load / 5

Materials Duplex stainless steel grade
S78 Dyneema®

Rope size Rope size: 15/32

Length (inch) 1 37/64"

Width (inch) 2 1/8"

Thickness (inch) 1 3/8"

Loop diameter (inch) 13/64"

Loop length (inch) 8 21/32"

Working load (lb) 3520

Breaking load (lb) 8370

Weight (lb) 0.198


